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1INTRODUCTION
’’Oral reading tests, consisting of paragraphs that include
recently taught words, reveal to the teacher whether the child
y
is adding these words to his sight vocabulary.”
The following study is the result of the need of a series
of individual oral reading achievement tests based on the
vocabulary of the Basic Headers of the Curriculum Foundation
2/
Series from the pre -primer level through the book two level.
These tests may be used to measure oral reading achievement at
definite intervals from the pre-primer through the book two
level, using the vocabulary already taught, but in different
context. They may also be used at any grade level to diagnose
the reading difficulties of cases referred for remedial in-
struction.
1/ Burrell, Donald D. , Improvement of Basic Heading Abilities
,
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hud son, New York,
1940, p. 8.
2/ Cray, .<illiam 3., et al., Basic Headers: Curriculum
Foundation series
,
Scott, Foresman and Company,
Chicago, 1946.
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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
"Reading and writing are tools by which a man may help
himself. Without them, he is handicapped in practically every
undertaking. 1'!/
The importance of the place of reading in our educational
program, and the necessity of early diagnosis of reading
2/
difficulties, is emphasized by Benjamin in comparing the
needs of society in the last century, when the ability to read
an almanac or a roadside notice was adequate for the graduate
of a country school to do well at farming, and the needs of the
present day farmer who has more reading to do then the profes-
sional people of a rural community of fifty or sixty years ago.
In our changing society, whether the area is rural or
metropolitan, the increased need of reading with the greatest
possible skill is considered one of the most pressing problems
that educators face today.
"Since seldom more than forty per cent of first grade
3/
children have first-grade-level reading ability," and since
1/ Witty, Paul and Buskirk, Golda V., "Beam in the Eye",
Childhood Education
, Volume 21, pp. 81-85,
October, 1944.
2/ Benjamin, Harold, Consulting Editor, McGraw-Hill Series in
Education. Broom, M. E.
,
Duncan, M. A., Emig, D.
,
Steuber
,
J
. ,
Effective Reading Instruction
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1942
,
Introduction, p. 8.
2/ Betts, Emme 1 1 A
. ,
Foundations of Reading Instruction
,
American Book Company, New York, 1946, p. 434.
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success in all content subjects depends on the ability to read
intelligently, it seems important to measure achievement at
definite intervals, beginning at the end of the pre-primer
level, so that difficulties may be diagnosed early and readi-
ness for the next level of reading determined.
u
Betts reports the following data:
1. Approximately ten to twenty-five per cent
of the school population present reading
problems.
2. Bight to forty per cent of first grade
children fail to be promoted.
3. Eighty per cent of the reading problems are
children of normal or superior intelligence.
4. Sixty to seventy per cent of these reading
problems are boys.
2/
McCullough considers the oral reading examination indis
pensable in judging a pupil’s reading ability and asserts that
although such a test may be crude, it will probably give a
truer diagnosis of difficulties than a general commercial test
3/
Dolch states that test-makers, in considering the needs
1/ Betts, Emmett A., "Bases for Effective Heading Instruc-
tion", Aducation Administration and
Supervision
,
Volume 25, pp. 679-35, December,
1940.
2/ McCullough, Constance M.
,
Strang, Ruth M.
,
Traxler, Arthur
E.
,
Problems in the Improvement of Reading
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1946,
pp. 238-39.
3/ Dolch, Edward W., "Testing Reading", Elementary School
Journal, Volume 34, pp. 36-43, September, 1933.
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of the teacher of reading will construct tests that "(1) will
test some specific thing (2) which can be taught and (3) which
should be taught (4) in a particular grade."
Children’s Interests
17
Boland reports a study of 200 girls and 191 boys at grade
one level, using the ballot method to determine preference for
four types of stories. The preferences for different story
types was very slight between boys and girls, with those in the
lower quartile of intelligence expressing more dislike for
nature and science stories and old tales. Stories involving
work were disliked, whether the goal was play or satisfaction.
When enthusiastic preferences and preferences were com-
bined, that is, those most generally liked, the results show
the following order of choices, with very little difference
between the first and the last.
Boys
:
1. Old tales
2. Animal
3. Child experiences
4. Nature and science
1 / Boland, Marion R.
,
"Measurement of Pupil Interest in Types
of Stories at Grade I Level by Ballot Method to
Determine Child Preference", unpublished Master’s
thesis, Boston University, 1947.
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5Girls
:
1. Old tales
2 . Child experiences
3. Animal
4. Nature and science
1/
woodward carried on a similar study among 120 pupils in
a survey of narrative material, and 279 pupils in a survey of
social studies material, to determine the types of stories
preferred at grade two level. The results show that the prefer-
ences of boys and girls, both in the lower and upper quartiles
of intelligence, were the same, except for a slightly greater
preference by boys and also brighter children for science mate-
rial.
This study shows the preferences to be:
A. Fairy story material preferred to informa-
tional material in the following order:
1. Fairy stories involving boy and
girl characters
2. Folk lore
3. animated animal stories
B. Child experiences
C. workers and helpers
D. Science material
1J woodward, Myrle A., "Measurement of Pupil Interest in Types
of Stories at Grade II Level by Ballot Method to
.Determine Child Preference", unpublished Master’s
thesis, Boston University, 1946.
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Sentence Structures
v
Beal studied sixty children in grades two and three,
testing 20 children in oral reading and 40 children in silent
reading and finds that:
A. In oral reading
1. Comprehension was higher when simple
sentences were used
2. Complex sentences slo?/ed up oral read-
ing but had no effect on comprehension
3. Compound sentences had a tendency to
retard understanding
B. In silent reading
1. Simple, compound, or complex sentences
had little effect on speed or comprehension
2/
Henley studied comprehension difficulties of various
sentence structures to determine their relationship to compre-
hension difficulties for children at the third and fourth grade
2/
level. An inventory of English constructions was used as a
1/ Beal, Alice B.
,
"An Evaluation of Techniques for Deter-
mining the Difficulty of Primary Grade Reading",
unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University,
1937.
2/ Henley, Ruth E. , "Comprehension Difficulties of Various
Sentence Structures", unpublished Master's
thesis, Boston University, 1938.
3/ Thorndike, E. L., Evans, A. L.
,
Kennon, L. H. V., and
Newcomb, E. I., "An Inventory of English
Constructions with Measures of their
Importance", Teachers College Record
,
Volume 28,
pp. 580-610, February, 1927.
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7basis. Constructions chosen were those that had a high frequen-
cy rating of eight or nine. *». few constructions included were
not of high frequency, but opposite in construct ion • to some that
were of high frequency, to determine why some constructions were
more frequent than others, and also if lower frequency cor-
relates with lower comprehension.
Her findings were as follows:
-a. Very easy, no difficulty in comprehension
1. Simple sentence, ordinary order, no
modifiers
2. Simple sentence, inverted order, no
modifiers
3. Simple sentence, phrase at the begin-
ning
4. Simple sentence, phrase at the end
5. Simple sentence with compound predicate
6. Exclamatory statement
7. Two objects, indirect before direct,
with 'to' or 'for'
8. Complex sentence with dependent clause
adjectival
9 . Command
10.
Predicate adjective after copula
B. Easy, little difficulty
1. Simple sentence with compound subject
and predicate
2. Compound sentence with two clauses
separated by semicolon
3. Infinitive
4. 'It' anticipatory
5. Two objects, direct before indirect
6. Noun clause

87. Subordinate statement introduced by
’that’ omitted
8. Infinitive used as an adjective
9. Possessive
10
Adverb before verb
G. Fair amount of difficulty
1. Complex sentence with dependent clause
at the beginning
2. Complex sentence with dependent clause
at the end
3. Long complex sentence
4. Compound sentence with clause joined
by conjunction
5. Elliptical statement
6. Adjective in inverted order
7. Partitive use of ’of'
8. Participle after noun
9. Predicate noun after copula
10.
Adjectival clause with relative omitted
The results of this study, which coincide with other
studies, show that the following constructions bear no relation
to difficulty in comprehension:
1. Sentence use: declarative,
exclamatory, imperative, or
interrogative
2. Sentence order: ordinary or
inverted
3. Compound subject, compound predi-
cate, or compound subject and
predicate
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Halpin in a similar study with 112 pupils in grade
five also points out that the kind of sentence, as to use,
declamatory, exclamatory, or imperative, has no effect on com-
prehension difficulty. She reports the following order of dif-
ficulty of various sentence structures:
a. Very easy, no difficulty in comprehension:
1. Short simple sentence
2. Simple sentence, ordinary order,
no modifiers
B. Lasy, little difficulty
1. Compound subject
2. Compound predicate
C. Average amount of difficulty
1. Simple sentence, inverted order,
no modifiers
2. Simple sentence, phrase at the
beginning
3. Short complex sentence
4. Long complex sentence
The research indicates the value of oral reading tests,
the variance of children’s interests, and the importance of
sentence structure as a factor in comprehension. This study
is an attempt to build oral reading tests based on these find-
ings, that will measure achievement and be interesting for
children to read.
1J Halpin, .Frances, "Comprehension Difficulties of Various
Sentence Structures", unpublished Master’s thesis,
Boston University, 1943.
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF STUDY
The purpose of this study was to construct a series of
individual oral reading achievement tests based on the vocabu-
lary of the Basic Readers of the Curriculum Foundation Series
from the pre-primer level through the book two level.
The problems involved in the construction of these tests
were
:
Constructing eight tests to measure oral reading achieve
ment at definite intervals based on the vocabulary of
the following books of the series:
Test Level Title
1 Pre-Primers We Look and See, pp.17
We Work and Play, pp.22
We Come and Co, pp.19
2. Primer Fun with Dick and Jane
Units I - V, pp. 5-157
2 Book One Our New Friends
Units I and II, pp.5-80
4. Book One Our New Friends
Units III, IV, and V, pp. 81-189
5 Book Two
Level One
Friends and Neighbors
Units I and II, pp.5-96
6 Book Two
Level One
Friends and Neighbors
Units III, IV, and V, pp. 97-227
7 Book Two
Level Two
More Friends and Neighbors
Units I and II, pp. 5-102
8 Book Two
Level Two
More Friends and Neighbors
Units III, IV, and V, pp. 103-227
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II. Including 100$ of the vocabulary of the Pre-Primer and
75$ of the vocabulary above the Pre-Primer level
In order to assure a random sampling, every fourth
word except proper names was eliminated in the vocabu-
lary listed in the order of occurrence at the end of
each book. The words were then listed in alphabetical
order for each story and the words eliminated in sampling
marked with an asterisk.
To simplify the writing of the tests, the words
v/ere printed on small cards and arranged according to
parts of speech and varying classifications according
to the vocabulary at each level.
Above the Pre-Primer level, words from previous
levels were repeated when necessary for coherence and
continuity.
Words eliminated in sampling and those which could
not be included in the story were listed for a tachisto-
scope check at the end of the test.
III. Building comprehension check lists based on abilities
developed at each level
The following list shows the breaking down of read-
ing comprehension into specific abilities.
Pre-Primer
:
Classifying
Leaking inferences
Recalling story facts
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42
Primer
:
Classifying
Drawing conclusions
Recalling story facts
Book One
:
Classifying and generalizing
Interpretation
Retention of story facts, of plot
Book Two
Classifying and generalizing
Interpretation
Making judgments
Retention of details
Organizing ideas in sequence
Reading for specific information
The number of questions in each comprehension check
list varied according to the level and the content.
Three questions were listed for the Pre-Primer level;
four questions for the Primer and Book One level; and
five for the Book Two level.
IV. Building a check list of difficulties and errors based
on expected achievement at each level to measure pupils 1
progress and to determine readiness for next level of
reading
Since both pictures and text tell the story in
beginning reading, the tests will determine whether the
pupils are memorizing and reading from pictures.
V. administering and scoring the test
The check list of difficulties was adapted from
u
the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty. This
1/ Durrell, Donald D.
,
"Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty;
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York,
1937, p . 2
.
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should be studied carefully before the test is adminis-
tered. The examiner should be aware of what to expect so
that the check list may be filled in quickly either dur-
ing the reading or after completion of the test.
The words introduced at each level are underlined
on the examiner* s copy a-s a guide to teachers and to
facilitate checking and diagnosing difficulties. The
following simplified method of checking is adapted from
u
the Durrell analysis of Heading Difficulty.
1. words not known - ..ear Draw a line through word.
2. omitted words - (ve)
or parts of words- want0 Draw a circle around error
commas and
- 0
periods ignored
- 0
it*
2. words inserted - in a A car Insert word.
4. words repeated - can hrite R above word.
5. words mispronounced- was Y<rite in pronunciation
A stop watch is recommended but if a watch with a
second hand is used for timing, the examiner should note
the time at the beginning and ending of the test in this
way: 9:20:15 - 9:22:45, which shows that the reading of
the test required 2 minutes and 20 seconds. The rate per
minute may then be figured and compared with the average
1/ Durrell, Donald D.
,
’’Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty,
Manual of Directions", '..orld Book Company, Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York, 1927, p.6.
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oral reading rates obtained from studies of the Boston
i/
University Educational Clinic. The average oral reading
rate for first grade was found to be 45 words per minute;
for second grade, 80 words per minute.
Unless the story has a special explanatory introduc-
tion, the child is given the pupil’s copy and told: "Read
this story out loud as well as you can." When the story
has been completed and the time has been recorded, take
the story from the child and ask the questions listed for
comprehension check on examiner’s copy. Write
-f- to
indicate a correct answer; — to indicate an incorrect
answer. Any faulty habits not previously recorded may be
listed under "Remarks."
VI. Checking the vocabulary with the three following word
lists for the benefit of those who may use the tests above
grade two level
"The vocabulary of the Basic Primer had its origin
in the choice of children's common activities, experiences,
and concepts that underlie the Primer stories. The word
list has developed from the stories in the Primer. No
attempt has been made to fit the content of the Primer to
any particular word list, although various vi/ord lists have
U Burrell, Donald D. , "Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty,
Manual of Directions", World Book Company, Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York, 1927, p.18.
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been used as a check upon the efficiency of the total
1/
vocabulary.
"
Since this is true of the entire vocabulary being
used in this study, and in order for the tests to be of
value to those using them to diagnose the difficulties
of cases referred for remedial instruction, the vocabu-
lary has been checked with the following word lists:
2/
1. A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades.
The rating of 1, 2, 3, or 4, indicates
whether the word is included in the first,
second, third, or fourth 500 words.
2. Durrell Remedial-Reading Vocabulary for
3/
Primary Grades. This list of 754 words
was compiled for use in preparing remedial-
reading materials for older children. The
frequency of each word is indicated by a
number; ”1” meaning that the word is among
those most frequently used and ”7" meaning
that the word is among those least frequently
used at this level.
1/ Gray, william S.
,
and Gray, Lillian, Guidebook for the Basic
Primer, Pun with Lick and Jane
,
Curriculum founda-
tion Series, Bcott, tforesman and Company, Chicago,
1940, p . 42
.
2/ Gates, Arthur I., Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades”, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1935.
3J Durrell, Donald D. , Improvement of Basic Reading abilities ,
Viiorld Book Company, Yonkers-on-iludson
,
New York,
1940, pp. 350-354.
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1/
3. A Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220 Words,
Comprising ^11 i.ords, Except Nouns, Common
to the International Kindergarten Union
List, the Gates List, and the Wheeler-
Howell List. These words are indicated
by an "x.”
95 Nouns Common to the Three Word
Lists but not Recommended for a Basic
2/
Sight Vocabulary are indicated by an
”N.” These words may be taught with the
3/
Dolch Picture-.nord Cards.
All derivatives of words included in the above lists
are indicated by a "d.”
The total vocabulary of the series from the pre-
primer through the book two level is 899 words. The
following list shows the number and percentage of words
1/ Dolch, Edward W.
,
Teaching Primary Reading
,
The Garrard
Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1941, p.205.
2/ Ibid, p . 207
.
3J Dolch, Edward W, , '’The Dolch Picture Lord Cards”, The
Garrard Press, Champaign, Illinois.
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from each list common to the Curriculum Foundation
Series vocabulary.
Words appearing in
List Total number of Curriculum Foundation
words in list Series
Bolch Nouns 95
Number
91
Percentage
95.79
Dolch Basic
Sight Vocabulary 220 214 97.27
Burrell 754 608 80.63
Gates 1811 839 46.32
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V»ords Introduced in the Pre-Primers
»*e Look and See
We Work and Play
Vue Come and Go
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gate
a X 1 1 look X 2 1
and X 1 1 ma ke X 2 1
away X 2 1 me X 1 1
Baby N 4 1 Mother N 3 1
ball N 4 1 my X 1 1
big X 1 1 not X 1 1
blue X 3 1 oh 3 1
boat N 4 1 one X 1 1
can X 1 1 play X 2 1
car N 3 1 Puff 4
come X 2 1 red X v> 1
cookies Id run X 2 2
Dick said X 2 1
down X 2 1 Sally
Father N 4 1 see X 1 1
find X 3 1 something XX 4 2
for X 1 1 Spot 3
funny X 7 1 the X 1 1
go X 1 1 three X 3 1
help X 2 1 Tim
here X 2 1 to X 1 1
house N 2 1 two X 2 1
I X 1 1 up X 1 1
in X 1 1 wants X 2 1
is X 1 1 we X 1 1
it X 1 1 where X 2 1
Jane work X 3 1
jump X 5 1 yellow X 4 1
little X 1 1 you X 1 1
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Words Introduced in the Primer
\ Fun with Dick and Jane
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gate
all X 1 1 hop 1
am X 3 1 horses Nd 5d Id
animals 4d Id into X 2 1
are X 1 1 Jack
at X 1 1 kittens d Id
ate X 4 1 laughed X 2
barn 5 1 likes X 2d Id
birthday N 4 1 looked X 2d Id
black X 3 1 ma-ma Id
bov?-wow 2 mew 1
boy N 2 1 must X 2 1
bump 2 new X 3 1
but X 2 1 no X 2 1
came X 2 1 now X 2 1
cat N 3 1 on X 1 1
chickens N Id *our X 4 1
children N 3 1 out X 1 1
cluck 2 pets Id
cows N Id pigs N Id
did X 2 1 please X 2 1
do X 1 1 pony 1
dog N 3 1 pretty X 4 1
doll N 1 quack 4
ducks N Id rabbit H 3 1
eat X 3 1 ran X 2 1
eggs N 4d Id ride X 5 1
family 6 2 sat 4 1
farm N 4 1 saw X 2 1
fast X 3 1 say X 2 1
four X 3 1 school N 3 1
friends 3d Id she X 1 1
fun 5 1 so X 2 1
get X 2 1 soon X 3 1
girl N 3 1 Susan
good X 2 1 tail 1
good-by N 2-2 1 talk 4 1
Grandfather 1 thank X 2 1
Grandmother 1 that X 1 1
guess 3 1 there X 1 1
happy 4 2 they X 1 1
have X 1 1 this X 2 1he X 1 1 Tom
hello 2 too X 2 1
hen 1 toys Nd Id
home N 4 1 under X 3 1
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fWords Introduced in the Primer
Fun with Dick and Jane (Continued)
Dolch Durrell Gates
wanted xd 2d Id
was X 1 1
well X 2 2
went X 1 1
what X 1 2
white X 3 1
who X 2 1
will X 1 1
with X 1 1
yes X 3 1
•
.
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Words Introduced in Book One
Our New Friends
Units I and II
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gates
*after X 3 1 maybe XX 2-2 3
as X 2 1 *name N 3 1
back N 2 1 next 6 1
bang 2 old X 2 1
basket 4 2 once X 3 1
began 4 1 ^outdoors 1-3 3
Bill paint 7 1
Billy *painted 7d Id
Bird N 3 1 Patty
*book 3 1 pennies 2d
busy 5 2 Peter
buy X 4 1 *pocket 2
can* t xd 6 2 poky
color 6 1 put X 2 1
day N 2 1 rain N 5 1
*dinner 4 1 reads xd 4d Id
don't X 5 1 sleep X 3 1
Ellen * slower 7d 2d
feet N 5 1 * splash 2
first X KJ 1 stop X 3 1
*five X 5 1 store 6 1
found X 3 1 story 5 1
*give X 2 1 * street N 4 1
going X Id 1 swish
*green X 4 1 take X 2 1
has X 3 1 them X 1 1
*head N 3 1 *then X 2 1
her X 2 1 things Nd 3d Id
him X 2 1 time N 2 1
his X 1 1 tree N KJ 1
hurry 7 3 umbrella 2
Jim *us X 2 1
know X KJ 1 very X 3 1
last 3 2 *wa gon 7 2
laugh X V 2 walk X 3 1
let X 2 1 walked xd 3d Id
lives xd 3d Id way N 3 1
lost 5 1 *were X 2 1
made X 2 1 which X 1 1
^making xd 2d Id worked xd 3d Id
*man N 2 1 your X 2 1
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words Introduced in Book One
Our New Friends
Units IV, and V
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gates
again X 2 1 looking xd 2d Id
along 3 2 many X 2 1
*an X 2 1 may X 2 1
another 2-3 1 merry- go- round 3-1-1
^any X 2 1 met 1
apples N 7d Id milk N Cs 1
ask X 3 1 moo
*asked xd 3d Id morning N 3 1
be X 2 1 Mr
.
1
behind 5 2 Mrs
.
1
Brown X 3 1 Nancy
bumped 2d nest N 1
Bunny 3 night N 3 1
called xd 2d Id nothing 3 2
coming xd 2d Id nuts Id
*corn N 1 of X 1 1
could X 2 1 open X 3 1
Dark 5 2 *or X 3 1
dear 1 other 3 1
Dick* s *over X 2 1
*door N 3 1 party N 5 1
eating xd 3d Id *peep 1
every X 4 1 Splaying xd 2d Id
^everywhere XX 4-2 3 *puppy 2
*faster xd 3d Id push 7 2
Fat 7 2 pushed 7d 2d
*feed 5 2 road 5 1
fell 5 1 robins Nd Id
fine 3 1 room 4 1
fly X 5 1 rooster 1
food 7 1 round X 4 1
*from X 2 1 running xd 2d 2d
^galloping 4d Sally’
s
glad 4 1 ¥sang 2
gray 3 2 Sleepy 3d Id
had X 2 1 snow N 5 1
helped xd 2d Id some X 2 1
*hill N 5 1 squirrel N 1
how X 2 1 stopped xd 3d Id
Jane’
s
^surprise 5 2
Jill think X 3 1
jumped xd 5d Id thought 5 2
* just X 2 1 *took 3 1
*let f s xd 2d 2 town 4 1
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Words Introduced in Book One
Our New Friends
Units III, IV, and V (Continued)
Dolch Durrell Gates
valentine 2
wee 1
when X 2 1
'why X 2 1
wind N 5 1
'wish X 3 1
woman 5 1
yard 5 2
•t . < .
•
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fiords Introduced in Book Two, Level One
Friends and Neighbors
Units I and II
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gates
*about X 1 1 handkerchief 2
across 6 2 hat 6 1
Ann heard o 1
around X 4 1 high 4 2
balloons Id hole 5 1
because X 4 1 honk 2
Bee 1 hungry 5 1
before X 3 1 *if X 3 1
bell N 5 1 I’ll xd 5 1
both X 3 1 Joe
buildings 6d 2d John
Buzz 2 jolly 4
by X 2 1 kinds xd 5d Id
Calf 2 letter N 3 1
call X 2 1 line 4 2
candy 7 1 long X 2 1
catch 3 2 lot 5 2
caw money N 5 1
circus 2 more 3 2
city 4 1 mouse 1
clothes 7 2 neighbors 3d
coat N 5 1 noise 5 1
couldn’t xd 2-ld 3 off X KJ 1
crow 2 own X 4 1
didn’t xd 6 2 park 2
drops 6d 2d pay 3 2
Elephant 1 Pleasant 3
enough 4 2 *pull X 4 1
eyes Nd 3d Id roll 4 1
fence 3 Saturday 4
fish N 1 short 4 2
flew 2 shout 3
fool 3 show X 4 1
for get 6 3 side 5 2
front 6 3 sign 6 2
full X 5 1 sister N 5 1
game N 5 1 sniff 4
gave X r*KJ 1 stand 4 1
goat 1 stay 5 1
gone 5 2 strings 2d
got X 3 1 telephone 2
grass N 1 tell X 2 1
Hallowe
’
en 3 ten X 4 1
hand N 3 1 than 4 1
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Morels Introduced in Book Two, Level One
Friends and Neighbors
Units I and II (Continued)
Dolch uurrell Gates
their x
tie
ting-a-ling
today x
train
tricks
Uncle
use x
visit
water N
won* t
*would x
3 1
7 1
4
4
6
2
7
2
1
1
3d
2
1
2
1
2
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Words Introduced in Book Two, Level One
Friends and Neighbors
Units IZLl IV, and V
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gates
afraid 4 2 * fire N 4 1
always X 4 1 floor N 5 1
answered 3d Id fox 1
bake 3 garden N 5 1
Bear N 3 1 Goose 2
beautiful 5 1 Ground-hog
best X 3 1 grows xd 5d Id
better X 2 1 hair 3 1
bigger xd Id 2 herself 2
biggest xd Id 3 hide 5 1
blew himself 2
*blow 5 2 *honey 3
Bobby hot X 5 1
boil 3 huff 4
breakfast 6-3 1 hurried 7d 3d
bricks 2d *I*m xd l-3d 1
Brother N 5 1 Johnny
brought r>o 2 keep X 3 1
build 6 2 knew 5 2
burn 7 2 large 5 2
cabbage 3 late 4 1
*cakes Nd Id ^leaves 5d 2d
care 4 2 ^lights xd 4d 2d
*chimney 3 *lion 1
chinny- chin- chin minute 5 2
Christmas N 1 Miss 4 1
churn move 5 2
clean X 4 1 much X 3 1
climb 7 1 *near 3 1
cock-a-doodle-doo "’'never X 3 1
cold X 4 1 *nice 6 2
. country 4 2 nose 7 1
* cried 5d 2 *o * clock 7 2
cry 5 1 parade 2
*cut X 3 1 ^people 4 1deep 6 2 pick X 7 2
*dig 6 1 pie 1drum 1 pile 3
ea ch 4 1 *place 4 1
early 4 1 plant 6 1
earth 1 *porridge 2
ever 5 2 pot 2
*fall X 4 1 Potato 2far X 3 1 potatoes 2dfield 5 2 quick 6 2
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nords Introduced in Book Two, Level One
Friends and Neighbors
Units III, IV, end V (Continued)
Oolch Burrell Gates
rake 2
*resdy 5 1
right X 4 1
scare 4
^second 4 2
seeds Nd Id
seen 5 2
shook 3
*shovel
silly 3
sit X 5 1
six X 4 1
slow 7 2
small X 5 1
smell 2
soft 7 1
sorry 7 3
spring 6 2
start X 4 1
stick N 1
* sting 3
straw 3
sun N 5 1
*third 5 3
those X 4 1
through 7 2
tired 7d 2
*together X 4 1
*told 5 1
*tomorrow 5 2
top N 5 1
try X 3 1
tried xd 3d Id
*turn 4 1
until K> 2
wait 4 2
*wake 2
*watch N 5 1
wiggles
window N 5 1
*w inter 5 1
wolf 1
wonderful 3
woods Nd 5d Id
wouldn’
t
xd 7 3
Zeke
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Words Introduced in Book Two, Level Two
More Friends and Neighbors
£8
Units I and II
Dolch Burrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gates
above 3 2 hear rzU 1
almost 4 2 hiding 5d Id
alone 3 2 hippety
arms 5d Id hold x 4 1
'babies 4d Id *hurt x 7 1
"bank 7 2 *ice 1
bark 1 *inside 7 2
been X 3 1 isn’t 1-ld 3
beside 2-5 2 it * s 1-ld 1
Betty I’ve 1-ld 2
bought 7 2 jay
box N 5 1 joke 2
branch 2 ^kitchen 2
1 bring X 4 1 kitty N 1
bugs 2d knock 7 3
^bumpety learn 4 2
r ca rry X 4 1 left 5 1
cart 2 lift 7 2
chairs Nd 3d Id listen 7 2
'chatter living 3d Id
clowns 2d longer 2d Id
T cool 7 2 longest 2d Id
corner 2 loud 2
count 7 1 lunch 1
crack 3 magic 3
cream 3 maple 4
*cries 5d Id matter 3 3
David means 2d 2d
detour *men N 5 1
*dimes *middle 7 2
does X 3 1 Molly
doesn’
t
xd 3 -Id 1-ld mouth 1
drive 6 2 oak 1
*ear 5 1 often 5 2
end 4 1 paid 7 3
'’"excited 4d pan 1
face 5 1 paper N 4 1
feathers 2d past 6 3
fix 6 2 pen 2
follow 7 2 "’‘Penny 2
foot 6 1 ^pictures Nd 5d Id
forth point 4 2
* goes X Id 1 policeman 2
n grunt 4 *poor 5 2
*happen 7 3 queer rAt-/
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words Introduced in Book Two, Level Two
More Friends and Neighbors
Units I and II (Continued)
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gates
^quickly 6d 2d * still KJ 2
*quiet 5 2 stood 2
quit suddenly 2d
real 6 2 * summer 4 1
rest 4 1 supper 7 2
riding 5d Id *tap 2
^roller 4d Id that ' s 1-ld 1-ld
roof 2 tiny 1
Sam toward 4
Sandy trip 7 2
save 6 2 trot 4
screams 4d voice 2
* seems 2d 2d waddle
shoes Nd 5d Id Wa g 2
shorter 4d 2d *wagged 2d
shortest 4d 2d *warm x 5 1
should 5 2 wash x 6 2
shut 7 2 wasn't 1-ld 2
skate 2 wave 2
skip 2 week 4 2
sleds Id wet 7 1
slide 2 while 5 2
*sliding 2d whisper 2
slowly 7d 4 wonder 6 2
smart woodpecker'
s
2d
smile 2 words 4d 2d
^station 7 4 wren 4
steps 6d 2d yourself 6 2
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Words Introduced in Book Two, Level Two
More Friends and Neighbors
Units III, IV t and V
Dolch Durrell Gates Dolch Durrell Gates
afternoon 6 2 few 4 2
ago 4 3 fiddle 4
*angry 7 2 fill 5 1
answer 3 1 flour 2
apron 1 *flowers Nd 5d Id
aunt 2 forest 2
bad 4 1 forgot 7 4
*ba gs 5d Id friendly 3d Id
baking 3d gate 1
* be came 2 -2d 3 gay 3
bed N 3 1 ¥ geese 2
^believes 4d 3d getting 2d Id
bite 5d 2 gobble 4
boards 5d 2d great 4 1
boxes 5d Id grew 7 1
branches 2d groceries 3d
bread N 5 1 ^grocery 3
bridge 7 2 gruff 2
bright 5 1 ha 4
butter 1 hadn’t 2-ld
l
—
1
1i
—
i
cap 5 1 hammer 2
carried 4d Id hard 3 1
caught 7 2 harder 3d Id
^change 4 2 hardly 7 4
*clock 1 haven’t 7 3
^colder 4d Id ^having Id Id
cover 3 2 heavy 6 3
dances 5d 2d helper 2d 3
dancing 5d 2d *hive 4
ding-dong hoe 3
'’"done 4 1 *hope 3 3
dress 5 1 hopped Id
*drink x 5 1 *horns 7d Id
dropped 6d 2d hotter 5d Id
* dust 3 hung 4
earn kept 4 3
*Baster 2 "lay 4 1
easy 3 *lazy 3
else 6 *leaf 2
engine 3 legs Nd 6d Id
erra nd 3 louder 2d
*even 3 2 *loudest 2d
* everybody 4-6d 2 machine
fairy 2 meet 3 2
farmer N 4d 1 might 3 2
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words Introduced in Book Two, Level Two
More Friends and Neighbors
Units III, IV, and V (Continued)
Dolch Durrell Gates
most 3 2
moving 5d 2d
myself x 6 1
*neck 2
need 4 2
nickels 2d
noon 3
only x 4 1
outside l-5d 3
oven 2
part 4 3
pa th 3
perhaps 3
pink 2
pins 2d
plenty 3
pond 3
pooh
present 3 2
proud
* pumpkin 2
reach 4 2
really 7 3
remember 4 2
river 6 2
roar 4
rope 1
rose 2
rub 2
sad 7 2
same 3 2
sand 2
scrub ' 4
sell 5 2
shall x 5 1
sheep K 1
since 7 3
sing x 4 1
sly 2
smaller 5d Id
'"smiling
sounds 2d6d 2d
squawk
squeak 4
squeal 4
stairs 3d
Dolch Durrell
stamp 7
star
storekeeper
7
straight 7
strange 7
strong 5
such
sudden
3
sure 3
surely 3d
tables Nd 4d
taking 2d
tall
taste
terrible
these x 5
thresh
Tommy f s
tonight l-3d
touch 6
trap
troll
truck
turtle
tweet
ugly
upside l-5d
village
vine
weather 6
weed
what ’ s 1-ld
wheat
whole 4
wide 6
wife
wild
wings
wise
write x 3
years 3d
yesterday 6
yet 4
you’ll 1-ld
young
Gates
3
1
3
3
3
2
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3
2
2d
Id
Id
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1
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1-2
4
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CHAPTER III
THE TESTS
Copyright 1949, M. Gertrude MacDonald
At the Pre-Primer level 100$ of the words taught in the
three Pre-Primers were used. For continuity and coherence it
was necessary to repeat 9 words, so that in testing recognition
of 58 words, the total number used was 67.
Introduction: "Jane is talking. Read what she says
out loud as well as you can."
"Father
,
come in the car and see the blue boat .
Mother want s to work .
Sally
,
find something
.
Where is my red ball ?
Baby can not help . Dick
,
you look .
I see it l
Ms ke yellow Puff play in the house .
Run away down to the car, opot .
Jump up l Here we go l
Oh, three cookie s i Two for big Tim and a. little
one for me," said funny Jane .
Reading time: min. sec.
1. What are the names of the animals in the story?
2. What did Jane want Father to take her to see?
2. Jane said there were two cookies for big Tim and
a little one for her. Why was that funny?
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Check List of Difficulties
word-by-word reading ignores punctuation
repetition of words voice strained
addition of words monotonous
omission of words poor enunciation
reversals
Remarks
:
.at the Primer level 75)o or 75 of the 100 words taught at
that level were included. With repetition of words on this
level, together with repetition of words on the previous level,
the total number of words used was 134.
The children came to see Grandmother and Grandfather .
They went out to see the farm family .
Jane looked at chickens and ducks .
The four me -ma pigs ate fast . Tom laughed .
Grandfather looked under the white hen. "Gluck
,
duck," she said. " Who likes to eat good eggs?"
"Mew," said the kittens . "We do .
"
The black dog wi th the funny tail said, " Bow-wo 7/
,
I can talk, too .
"
"Yes « " said Grandfather, " but there are no eggs for
you. Please get into the house."
Jack said, "I must ride this new pony .
"
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"Hop on," said Grandfather.
Bump
,
bump’. Tha t was fun .
"How we must go home," said Susan .
"Tom, did you say good-by to your farm friends?
Grandmother, thank you for the kittens,
I have toys , so I wanted pets for my birthday .
"
She was a happy girl .
Reading time: min. sec.
1. Y«hat animals in the story would make good pets?
2. Where did Grandmother and Grandfather live?
3. What did Jack have a ride on?
4. What did Grandmother give Jane?
Check List of Difficulties
word-by-word reading
repetition of words
addition of words
omission of words
errors on easier words
reversals
ignores £ at end of word
ignores punctuation
voice strained
monotonous
poor enunciation
Remarks
:
all
am
animals
at
barn
Tachistoscope List
boy he quack school
cat hello rabbit soon
cows horses ran well
doll our sat what
guess pretty saw will

In the third story, which tests 75$ of the vocabulary
of Units I and II of Book One of the series, 62 of the Q2 words
at that level were chosen in a random sampling. The word
"bang" was not used in the story, but the word "green", which
had been eliminated in the sampling was used, which kept the
total number of words at 62. Repetitions brought the total
number of words in the story to 140.
Introduction: "Billy reads a story about a toy bird
called Poky Bird. Read the story out loud as well as you can."
Billy Reads a Story
Once Peter lost his pennies . Next day he found them .
"Ellen ." he said. "We will walk to the store and take
Poky Bird .
He lost his feet and I can’t put them back on.
Maybe Bill has some paint to color him .
I don’t know which color to buy first .
”
Jim walked with them. Bill found paint at last .
"Hurry home," he said. "It is going to rain .
"
"Patty lives next to the store," said Ellen.
"Let us stop on the way for her .
"
They worked and worked. Peter was very busy .
Swi sh
.
swish, went the paint.
Poky began to look as good as new.
"Time to put your things away," said Mother.
"The old green umbrella will make a good tree .
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Poky can sleep under it in the basket . 11
The funny tree made them laugh *
Heading time: min. sec.
1. Who was Poky?
2. *«hat did Peter and Ellen go to the store for?
3. How did Poky look after he was painted?
4. Where did Poky sleep?
Check List of Difficulties
word-by-word reading
repetition of words
addition of words
omission of words
errors on easier words
reversals
ignores word endings
ignores punctuation
voice strained
monotonous
poor enunciation
Remarks
:
after
book
dinner
five
give
Tachistoscope List
green
head
making
man
name
outdoors
painted
pocket
slower
splash
street
then
us
wa gon
were
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In the fourth story, which completes the testing through
the Book One level, 73 words or 75?o of the total vocabulary of
96 words were chosen. It was necessary to use the word "from"
which had been eliminated in the sampling, but since
Mmoo was
not used, the total was kept at 72 words. The total number of
words used including repetitions was 179.
Jane * s Party
One morning Jane met Mrs. Valentine on the road
from town.
M I am going to ask some of the animals to a party.
You may come along , too."
"I think that will be fun," said wee Mrs. Valentine.
Jill helped Nancy push the last of the snow away to
make room for the merry-go-round in the yard.
Sally* s brown rooster .jumped on. The fat robins
came running behind .
Mr
.
Gray Squirrel pushed Mr
s
.
Squirrel on. Hound
and round they went like the wind .
The merry-go-round bumped when it stopped .
Oh, dear l Dick* s bunny fell*.
Jane had good food for every one of them.
apples
,
nuts
,
and many other good things. Cookies
and milk for the wee woman .
How fast Gray Squirrel could open the nuts.
"Night is coming , " called the robins. ",.e must fly
to our nest."
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"It is dark," thought Mrs. Squirrel. "My sleepy
children will be looking for me."
Dick’s bunny said nothing . He was glad to be eating .
"This was a fine party," said the animals. "When
will you ask us again to another?"
Heading time: min. sec.
1. What animals came to Jane’s party?
2. What did the animals have to eat?
3. ««ho had cookies and milk?
4. When did the animals go home?
Check List of Difficulties
word-by-word reading
repetition of words
addition of words
omission of words
errors on easier words
reversals
ignores word endings
ignores punctuation
voice strained
monotonous
poor enunciation
Hema rks
:
an
any
asked
corn
door
everywhere
Tachistoscope List
faster
feed
from
galloping
hill
just
let ’ s
or
over
peep
playing
puppy
sang
surprise
took
why
wish
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The vocabulary of Book Two, Level One, Units I and II
is tested in the fifth story. "Buzz”, "Halloween”, and "honk
were not included in the story so that 72 words or 72 °Jo of the
vocabulary taught at this level were used. The word "bang"
from Book One was included making a total of 73 words tested.
Bepetitions brought the total number of words in the story to
198.
One Saturday Uncle Joe came to the ci ty to vi sit
^nn and John .
" 1*11 take you to Pleasant Park," he said, "..hen I
got off the train I saw a si gn by the side of some
buildings . It said * Oircus elephant Here Today * .
"
Father had gone away and Mother couldn* t go. She
had to stay with baby sister Bee so the neighbors went
to show them the way around .
Mother gave both Ann and John their own money to pay
for candy and a game
On the way Uncle Joe said, "I like animals. I have
a pet mouse that eats from my hand .
"
"My pet crow says * Caw * when the telephone says
* ting-a-ling * and my pet calf can do all kind
s
of tricks .
"
At the park they saw the elephant roll and splash
water a cross the high fence .
A hungry goat didn* t have enough grass and took
Uncle Joe’s hat and handkerchief
.
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Before they could catch him and tie him with a
clothes line he ate two balloons that were on short
strings . Bang! 'what a noise 1
"I won* t forget that," laughed .jolly Uncle Joe.
"I’ll use my eyes . He won’t fool me with any more
tricks."
Reading time: min. sec.
1. where did Uncle Joe take *nn and John?
2. How do you know Uncle Joe liked animals?
15. What did the elephant do?
4. What animal took Uncle Joe’s hat and handkerchief?
5. what did Uncle Joe say about the goat?
Check List of Jifficulties
word-by-word reading
word analysis ability
inadequate
repetition of words
addition of words
omission of words
errors on easier words
reversals
ignores word endings
ignores punctuation
voice strained
monotonous
poor enunciation
Remarks
:
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Tachistoscope List
*1
about fish hole shout
because flew honk sniff
bell front if stand
Buzz full letter tell
call got long ten
coa t Halloween lot than
drops heard pull would
In the sixth story, which completes the testing through
Book Two, Level One, 102 words or 75 'jo of the total vocabulary
of 136 words were chosen. ’’Cock-a-doodle-doo" and "Zeke" were
not used, but the word "never" which had been eliminated in the
sampling was included making a total of 101 words tested. The
total number of words used in the story was 257.
In the spring the animals hurried out of the woods .
"»Ve will start right after breakfast and plant seeds
in the soft earth , " said Brother Box . "Bobby Bear
,
rake
up every stick and straw that the wind blew into the field .
"
Bobby Bear knew he was slow, but he tried to be quick .
"I will build them into a pile to burn on those bricks ,
"
he said to himself
.
"We will have the best garden that
grows in the country .
"
‘They took good care of the garden. When the cold days
came they were tired .
Miss Goose said, "I will bake a potato pie and boil
some cabbage in the large
,
deep
,
pot
.
Johnny Groundhog
,
r .
v* >*
try to pick out the small potatoes . We will keep the
biggest until Christmas .
The animals had never seen a bigger pie.
The sun looked through the window as they made a
parade around a drum . Then they sat on the clean floor
to eat from the top of it.
" Wait a minute for Johnny Groundhog," said Mr. Wolf .
"He is always late . By the hair on my chinny-chin-chin
,
1*11 scare him. I’ll climb far behind the churn and
hide . When his nose wiggles at the smell of the hot
food, I’ll huff ’."
"He is silly
,
” said Miss Goose to herself, but Johnny
Groundhog was afraid . He shook and wouldn’t move .
"I brought Mr. Wolf six
,
beautiful apples," he said.
"I’m sorry , " answered Mr. Wolf. "It is much better
to be early
,
but don't cry . Bit down and eat this
wonderful dinner."
Heading time: min. sec.
1. 'What did Bobby Bear do to help make the garden?
2. How did the animals feel when the cold days came?
3. What did Miss Goose cook for them?
4. Why did Mr. Wolf scare Johnny Groundhog?
5. What did Johnny Groundhog bring for Mr. Wolf?
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Check List of Difficulties
word-by-word reading
word analysis ability
inadequate
repetition of words
addition of words
omission of words
errors on easier words
Remarks
:
reversals
ignores word endings
ignores punctuation
voice strained
monotonous
poor enunciation
lachistoscope List
blow fall
cakes fire
chimney
cock-a-doodle-doo
honey
I’m
cried leaves
cut lights
dig lion
each near
ever never
nice third
o ’ clock together
people told
place tomorrow
porridge turn
ready wake
second watch
shovel winter
sting Zeke
The vocabulary of Book Two, Level Two, Units I and II, is
tested in the seventh story. "Paid” and "v/asn’t" were not used
but "pictures'* and "station" which had been eliminated in the
sampling were included, making a total of 110 words tested. The
total number of words used to test 75 jo of the vocabulary was 337.
" It * s time to put our sleds away, Betty ." said David
.
"The wren is living in the maple tree again. That means
we won’t slide or skate after this week."
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Betty and little Molly stood beside wap; . Knock , knock,
went his tail on the steps .
" Sandy has to fix the roof after lunch,” said Betty.
’’Maybe he will let us drive old Sam to the station corner .
Viie can ask Policeman Bill if the circus and clowns have
come .
”
They went to the barn. "Sandy, may we ride in the cart
and save our shoes?” asked Molly.
" Tha t ’
s
a real Joke I” Sandy smiled . " I’ve seen you go
hippety - skip
.
trot -trip
.
while I just waddle along. Go
slowly and follow the longer road. There is a detour
toward the end of the shorter road."
Old Sam had a rest at the corner. Policeman Bill
said. "I’ll show you what the clowns look like."
He took paper and made pictures of them jumping over
boxes and chairs . The way they came from the point of
his pen was almost like magic.
"Home you go, before I count three," said Policeman
Bill. "The road on the left has been shut
,
so the
longest road is the shortest road home."
They were riding past the oak tree. Suddenly a
branch above began to wave back and forth .
"Hear the woodpecker’ s queer voice I yuit l q-uit!"
said David. "I often wonder how he can lift the tiny
bugs from a crack in the bark of the tree Tt
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"Listen to the loud screams of the blue jay I Jay ! Jay 1 11
said Molly. "What funny words ."
"There is kitty hiding behind the tree," whispered little
Molly. " Isn T t he smart ? See him wet his foot and wash his
face and mouth .
"
Betty laughed. "Mrs. Blue jay doesn't think so. It does
matter to her if kitty eats her."
"Come home with us kitty. Molly will hold you in her
arms," said David. "You should have learned yourself that
cream in a pan is a better supper than bird feathers .
"
Reading time: min. sec.
1. How did the children get down to the corner to see
Policeman Bill?
2. What pictures did Policeman Bill draw for them?
3. vVhat birds did they hear on the way home?
4. Why were the birds making such a noise?
5. David told kitty that cream was a better supper than
what else?
Check List of Difficulties
word-by-word reading
word analysis ability
inadequate
repetition of words
addition of wfords
omission of words
errors on easier words
reversals
ignores word endings
ignores punctuation
voice strained
monotonous
poor enunciation
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Rema rks
:
Tachistoscope List
alone crie s inside roller
babie s dimes kit chen seems
bank ear men sliding
bought excited middle still
bring goes paid summer
bumpety grunt Penny tap
carry happen poor wagged
chatter hurt quickly warm
cool ice quiet wasn't
In the eighth story, which completes the testing through
Book Two, Level Two, 156 words, or 75$ of the total vocabulary
of 181 words, were chosen. ’'Ding-dong”, "ha”, "gobble”, "pooh",
"squawk", "squeak", "squeal”, and "tweet", were not used.
"Drink", "everybody", "sounds”, "straight", and "storekeeper",
which had been eliminated in the sampling, were included, making
a total of 153 words tested, or 73$ of the vocabulary. The
total number of words used in the story was 427.
"I haven'
t
time to rub and scrub any more," said
Tommy' s Aunt Susan as she took off her apron
.
"Let's
go to the village while the weather is fine. It will
be get ting hotter by noon
. If I don't write down a few
of the grocer ie
s
I need it will be harder to remember.
"
They reached the gate to the path that went straight
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through part of the forest . The branches of a wild rose
vine hung on the heavy wide gate.
"I hear a truck engine , 11 said Tommy. Louder and
louder came the sounds . It was Fa rme r Proud . Ke
stopped with a sudden roar . They hopped on.
"What is the storekeeper going to sell you?" asked
Farmer Proud.
"That’s easy to answer , " said Tommy. "I kept these
nickels I earned for a present for sister Molly. I
shall buy the fairy doll with the bright pink dress
and stars on her wings ."
nunt Susan said, "I am going to get groceries, a
mouse trap
,
pins
,
and a cap for Tommy."
"I have to buy flour," said Farmer Proud. "I forgot
it yesterday . You know, Tommy, years ago the farmer
had to hoe end weed his wheat . Strong
,
young helpers
came to thresh it with a threshing machine after it
grew . On baking day the whole wheat flour was made
into bread . Everybody could hardly wait to taste it
right out of the oven , with plenty of butter .
"
They got off to see some sheep at the bridge .
"They look strange and sad
,
but perhaps they are
friendly if you are not gruff to them," said Tommy.
"There was a great
,
ugly turtle in the hard sand
one afternoon
,
,! said Farmer Proud. "I caught him and
carried him upside down, but I dropped him when he

gave me a terrible bite . I really hadn’t thought of him
since
.
We mi ght meet the same one so be wise and don’t
touch him. He is sly and bad.”
After the errands were done the farmer said, ”1 got
a hammer, a rope
,
and some boards to make a floor
out side for dancing tonight . My wife is moving some
boxes outside to make tables . She will cover them and
fill them with good things to eat and drink.”
”Who will play the fiddle?” asked Tommy.
”1 will,” said the farmer. "We will sing and have
dances until our legs tell us it’s time to go to bed .
Be sure to come and bring everybody else at your house.”
"We will,” said -aunt Busan. ”It sounds like such a
gay time.”
Reading Time: min. sec.
1. Who gave Aunt Busan and Tommy a ride to the village?
2. What was Tommy going to buy?
3. «ihat did they see at the bridge?
4. What animal bit Farmer Proud?
5. Where was Farmer Proud going to have the dance?

Check List of Difficulties
word-by-word reading
word analysis ability
inadequate
repetition of words
addition of words
omission of words
errors on easier words
reversals
ignores word endings
ignores punctuation
voice strained
monotonous
poor enunciation
Remarks
:
Tachistoscope List
angry flowers loudest squeak
bags geese most squeal
be came gobble myself stairs
believes grocery neck stamp
change ha only surely
clock having pond taking
colder hive pooh tall
ding-dong hope pumpkin troll
done horns river tweet
dust lay smaller wha t ’
s
Laster lazy smiling yet
you’lleven leaf squawk
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to construct a series of
individual oral reading achievement tests based on the vocabu-
lary of the Basic Readers of the Curriculum Foundation Series
from the pre-primer level through the book two level.
^ight tests were constructed, based on the vocabulary
taught but in different context. 100/b of the vocabulary of
the Pre-Primers and 75 -/o of the vocabulary above the Pre-Primer
level was chosen in a random sampling, words eliminated in
sampling and those which could not be included in the story
were listed for a tachistoscope check at the end of the test.
Comprehension check lists were built based on abilities
developed at each level. The number of questions varied
according to the level and the content.
A check list of difficulties and errors based on expected
achievement was built to measure pupils’ progress and determine
readiness for next level of instruction.
The vocabulary was checked with the Dolch, Durrell, and
Gates word lists for the benefit of those who may use the test
above grade two level to diagnose the difficulties of cases
referred for remedial instruction.
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. Administer the test at completion of each level to
determine the order of difficulty of words and to
measure retention.
2. Study the types of oral reading errors recorded
in the check list of difficulties.
3. At the beginning of Grade Two and Grade Three
repeat the tests administered the previous year,
to measure retention.
4. Compare the order of difficulty and the errors in
an area where a foreign language is spoken in the
home with an area in which no foreign language is
spoken in the home.
5. Repeat the study, constructing a test for each unit
* and using 100 /j of the vocabulary.
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